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Believe in yourself! Have faith in your abilities! 
Without a humble but reasonable  

confidence in your own powers you cannot be successful or happy. 
- Norman Vincent Peale 

From the  
editorial board
 
 
c.P. scott, the famous editor of 
guardian once said, “comment is 
free but fact is sacred”. with the 
new editorial team taking charge 
and with the reminiscence of these 
celebrated words, we present to 
you yet another edition of Racon-
teur. a new year brings with it new 
hopes and dreams. looking back we 
can see the many milestones IIM 
Ranchi has traversed during the last 
quarter. the trajectory of growth 
that we have mapped is astound-
ing. business today has ranked IIM 
Ranchi no. 5 among the top emerg-
ing b-schools of the country. being 
blessed by excellent faculty mem-
bers, immensely talented students 
and a visionary leader, IIM Ranchi 
will reach its destined summit soon. 
with many of our students and 
teachers amassing innumerable 
achievements, we are sure to reach 
the epitome of excellence. with an 
enshrined value of being ‘liberal, 
Moral and ethical’ the Media PR  
cell & literary committee of IIM 
Ranchi have tried to ensure that this 
edition of Raconteur represents 
as far as possible, the spirit of the 
young energetic minds on campus. 
keeping the faith in heart and re-
membering the words of c.P. scott 
and trying to enshrine this thought 
onto the ‘collective conscience of 
the society’ we wish all of you a 
productive and meaningful year.

Janaki Jagan
cooRdInatoR

Vishal shetty
PgdM (2011-13)

nishant Vatsa
PgdM (2011-13)

MohaMMed thanVeer
PgdM (2012-14)

parag sabhlok
PgdM (2011-13)

Megha pranesh
PgdhRM (2012-14)

shekhar Modi
PgdM (2011-13)

gurteJ singh chopra
PgdM (2012-14)

gauraV VerMa
PgdM (2012-14)
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conFeRences, woRkshoPs & 
seMInaRs attended

dr amit sachan
Presented a paper titled “Segmenting Customer Choices for Better  
Product Design” 16th annual International conference of the society of  
operations Management (soM 2012) at IIt delhi (dec. 21 – 23, 2012)

Presented a paper titled “Measuring Gap between Customer Preferences 
and Managers Perception of Customer Preferences” 6th International  
conference on decision sciences for Performance excellence, at hyderabad 
(dec. 27 – 29, 2012) 

dr anand
Presented a paper titled “A Study of 
Information Content of Analysts’ 
Estimates of Accounting Income 
Numbers” in the India Finance con-
ference 2012 organized by IIM calcutta 
(dec.19-21, 2012).

dr bijaya Mishra
Presented a paper titled “Challenges before Indian Trade Unions in 
the face of New Global Order: Trade Union and HR Perspectives,”  
organized by Indian society of labour economics held at banaras hindu  
university, Varanasi (dec 20-22, 2012).
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dr M J Xavier
Conference speaker at “China-India B-school Deans Dialogue  
Session” at Fourth International Business School Shanghai Conference 
(IBSSC) jointly organized by Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China and  
MBAUNIVERSE.COM, INDIA(Oct.16-18, 2012).

conFeRences, woRkshoPs & 
seMInaRs attended

dr Mousumi Padhi
Presented a paper titled “Building a case for Research in Work Family Link-
ages: Perspectives from Academic and Popular Research” in the International 
conference on emerging trends in technology & Management at India Interna-
tional centre, new delhi (dec.22, 2012)

Mrs Janaki Jagan
attended a technical workshop on “Government Reservation Policy for 
SCs, STs, OBCs & Physically Handicapped with special emphasis on the  
Reservation for Minorities” at goa organized by society for economic  
Research & training, new delhi (oct. 11-13, 2012).

dr Pradip k bala
“IT and Businesses Intelligence (ITBI-2012)” 4th International conference, 
organized by IMt nagpur (nov. 23-25, 2012)

dr shibashish chakraborty
Presented a paper titled “An Exploratory Study on Determinants of  
Customer Satisfaction of Leading Mobile Network Providers – Case of  
Kolkata, India” in the 6th International conference on contemporary business 
2012 (Iccb2012) jointly organized by  IIt, delhi and curtin university,  australia 
(oct. 18 & 19, 2012).
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RankIngs, awaRds  
& accolades

IIM RanchI has been 
Ranked aMong the 
TOP FIVE EMERGING 

B-SCHOOLS By 
BUSINESS TODAy 

(oct. 28, 2012)

IIM RanchI has 
been Ranked 41 
In the sPecIal 

Issue oF caReeR 
360 “IndIa’s 

best b-schools 
2013 and theIR 

global  
PublIcatIon 

count
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RankIngs, awaRds  
& accolades

Dr Amarendu Nandy has been  awarded the “BEST  
PROFESSOR IN ECONOMICS” by dewang Mehta busIness school 
, MuMbaI during their 20th dewang Mehta school award ceremony  on no-
VeMbeR 24, 2012 in Mumbai.

Dr Amit Sachan has been awarded the “BEST PROFESSOR IN 
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT” by dewang Mehta busIness school  
during their 20th dewang Mehta school award ceremony  on noVeMbeR 24, 
2012 in Mumbai.
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students’ achIeVeMents

Mahindra aQ
we had not heard about Mahindra AQ before they came to 
IIM Ranchi to conduct the city round. being a Mechanical 
engineer (archan Rawell) I was always inclined towards au-
tomobiles. however after working in the corporate world 
for few years and then joining IIM Ranchi to pursue my Mba, 
my enthusiasm towards automobiles had died down.

when Mahindra AQ came to IIM Ranchi, we registered 
for the competition on the spot and casually attempted the 
written round. to our surprise, we cleared the written round 
and that is when it struck us that we have a good chance in 
the zonal finals.We took the stage round seriously and man-
aged to win the city round. It was a closely contested battle 
with Jubin goyal and Vineet Ranjan (again from IIM Ranchi) 
finishing a close 2nd place. It was an amazing experience and 
we were elated to win the city round. It took some time for 
the feeling to sink in. It could not get any bigger than this. 
the thought of appearing on national tV and being quizzed 
by the best auto journalist (siddarth) gave us goose bumps. 
We were looking forward to the regional finals and were 
gung ho about it.

Finally the day arrived and we were flown to Delhi for 

the East Zone finals.  Arrangements done by Mahindra were 
splendid, right from tickets to accommodation and food.  we 
were made to feel special and the enormity of the event 
started weighing down on us. the next day, we boarded the 
cab to the studios and were greeted by siddarth on our ar-
rival.  an extremely calm bloke, he made us feel comfortable 
and lightened the mood to ease some nerves. we discussed 
about the latest car launches in India and also some finer 
technical details about engines and suspension systems.

Finally, the quiz started and anxiety was evident on the 
faces of participants.  we were visibly excited and wanted to 
finish at a respectable position. However the team from NIT 
Durgapur were well prepared and won the East Zone finals 
and went on to win the National finals as well. 

Even though we finished fifth, the experience would 
forever remain etched in our memories. we would like to 
thank Mahindra AQ and NDTV for giving us such an amazing 
platform to showcase our auto passion.

the most important thing that Mahindra aQ did for us 
was to rekindle the passion for automobiles which had  
diminished over the last few years. we owe it to Mahindra 
AQ for reconnecting us to our passion and are eagerly look-
ing forward to take part in Mahindra AQ in 2013.

Archan Rawell & Vanimisetty Anirudh 
(PgdM 2012-14)
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students’ achIeVeMents

Abhinandan Narayan

Microsoft talent hunt
Talent Hunt was that was conducted by the Microsoft  
Research team to see whether community moderation 
can be successful in a voice forum, where the only mode 
of access is a telephone. If a community can successfully  
moderate content over the phone, it opens the door to 
a new class of scalable voice services where users can  
contribute and share their own content without having  
access to the Internet.

to conduct research through this event,  
Microsoft launched a competition among top b-schools 
all over India. the purpose of this competition was 
to form a small team of the most resourceful, creative and 
aggressive marketers in the country.

so the competition included recording a talent. Prefer-
ably, the competition included recording a talent, preferably, 
the favorite marketing idea.  as part of the competition, we 
were required to promote talent by securing votes for it.  
by the end of the competition, I topped the chart of the 
selected list of volunteers of 15 people from across the best 
b-schools in the country and was declared as the winner.

as a result, I was inducted in the team of volunteers  

responsible for marketing talent hunt for Microsoft Research.
the task of the volunteering team was to promote the live 
project of Microsoft, i.e. Talent Hunt, to the masses.  we had 
to promote the event as widely as possible, specially to  
students. 

The promotional activities included:
  social Media campaign
  email campaign
  Personal Marketing
  Promote Talent Hunt in other colleges in the city
  Put some posters at various places in the city and 

colleges
  camp out in a mall or ccd and ask people to 

use Talent Hunt
  creating any other relevant business plan, to  

promote the event

at the end of the competition, we had to submit the 
report on all the activities we had done to promote the 
event, on the basis of which we were awarded a certificate 
from Microsoft.
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students’ achIeVeMents

Mbaskool
In search of budding authors, http://www.mbaskool.
com had conducted an article writing competition 
under ‘finance’ category.  The contest was conducted 
through www.dare2compete.com. 

those days I was following the news about the 
dependency & possible impact of late monsoon on 
cash crops in northern states of India. so, I decided 
to put forward my views about the same. but be-
fore participating on a national level challenge one 
has to research well. so, began the quest. 

I started reading more and more about mon-
soons in India.  on reading in detail, I realized that 
the basic argument I had believed in earlier was 
flawed.  India is no more solely reliant on mere mon-
soon rains but with time it has equipped itself to  
tackle an unfortunate recurrence of the 1975 famine. 

whilst exploring the optimistic potential of 
a theme negated by media and press releases, 
composing this essay was quite a learning pro-
cess. the whole experience of writing this article 
got a cherry topping when it got published on  
www.mbaschool.com homepage.

Article:  
http://www.mbaskool.com/business-articles/
finance/5315-monsoon-mood-swings-india-
untouched.html

Author page:  
http://www.mbaskool.com/author/5323-ab-
hishek-wadurkar-iim-ranchi.html

Abhishek Wadurkar

Mba-school article writing
ankur saurabh and subha Mookherjee (PgdM 2012-14) received a Certificate of 
Honor for their article titled “Indian economy 2012- Reminiscence of 1991.” It was 
published on their site and was among the top 10 articles that were published. 
the article compared economic situations as in 1991 and 2012 at a time when 
policy paralysis was the buzzword in the country.

(http://www.mbaskool.com/business-articles/finance/4501-indian-economy-
2012-reminiscence-of-1991.html)

ankur saurabh
PgdM (2012-14)

subha MookherJee
PgdM (2012-14)
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another team consisting of debasis  
sahoo and ankur krishna (PgdM 2012-
14) secured 3rd position in the eeastern 
regional final held in Patna which was  
organised by NTPC.

both the teams represented IIM 
Ranchi in the national Final which 
was held in noida, delhi on 21st  
december 2012.

students’ achIeVeMents

NTPC Electron Quiz is a well known 
quiz competition in India where 
the participants come from top-
notch colleges like IIMs, IIts, nIts 
and other universities. after the  
regional round in all regions, the 
top 3 teams from each region  
participate in the national Final.

a team consisting of Pramit agrawal 
and Zeeshan ali (PgdM 2012-14)  
secured 2nd position in the eastern 
regional final held in Patna which was 
organised by NTPC.

Pramit agrawal

ankur krishna

Zeeshan ali

debasis sahoo

aRtIst 
PaInts 
FoR 
gReen 
cause
About the event- It was a so-
cial awareness event where the 
emphasis was to educate peo-
ple about green practices.
Challenges - convincing the 
gymkhana club, creating the 
painting by dedicating 8 hours 
post college for 2 days.
another challenge was to 
make the painting look realistic 
though it was Neha Upadhye’s 
(PgdM 2012-14) second 3d 
painting in her entire lifetime. In 
spite of not having practiced the 
art ever she learnt it in a span 
of 10 days and presented her 
best. we are proud to inform 
that neha was successful in her 
attempt. Hindustan Times also 
took a note of the same and  
published it in their paper. 

shivang ganatra, a student of PgdhRM (2012-14), has been selected as:

1. ‘Campus Reporter’  for Business Standard.

2. ‘Brand Ambassador’  for managementparadise.com

apart from this he has contributed articles for a book which recently got 
published. currently only the e-book is available on amazon.com. the book is 
titled - ‘Marketing for Architects - A Practical Guide.’

caMpus reporter &  
brand aMbassador

electron Quiz
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Vishleshan
Vishleshan is part of PuRVo-
daYa’12, a national level man-
agement fest conducted by             
VgsoM, IIt-kharagpur from 
november 2nd to november 
4th, 2012.

   

a team consisting of Vivek 
tomar (PgdM 2012-14) and 
Vikas h k (PgdhRM 2012-
14) made a presentation on 
“Enhancement of Supply Chain 
Visibility in Steel Industry” and 
secured the Runners-up posi-
tion after competing with over 
75 teams from management  
institutes across the country.

students’ achIeVeMents

Vivek tomar

Vikas h k

Varchasva 
shot Put (boys)
1st Prize and gold Medal to Vikash Kumar Bhagat  
(PgdM 2012-14)

200m(girls)
1st Prize and gold Medal to swati shalini kujur  
(PgdM 2012-14)

100m(girls)
2nd Prize and silver Medal to swati shalini kujur  
(PgdM 2012-14)

400m Relay(girls)
2nd Prize and silver Medal to Swati Shalini Kujur  
(PgdM 2012-14),  
 
Hannah, Jinid Sion Topno & Alekya  Nuthalakanti  
(PgdhRM 2012-14)

IIM Lucknow (Oct.5-7, 2012). Varchasva is the flagship  
cultural and sports festival of IIM lucknow. It is a huge platform for  
students from all over India to showcase their talent in the country from 
the world of sports and culture to come together in a celebration of 
creativity and the spirit to attain supremacy. Participants from differ-
ent b-schools (other IIMs, MdI, IMt ghaziabad, etc) took part in the 
event.  a total of around 1000 students participated in the event.  a 
delegation of 50 students from IIM Ranchi enthusiastically registered  
participation and victory by winning in the above-mentioned events..

onlIne 
sIMulatIon stRategY eVent
a two-day online Simulation Strategy event was organized by sP Jain where around 
150 teams from different B-schools participated. 10 teams were finally short-list-
ed for the finals.  The finalists were called to SP JAIN for a gruelling 5 hour case 
analysis -an industry based strategy analysis. teams from IIM-a, IIM-b, IIM-c, sP Jain, 
JbIMs and other top b-schools featured in the competition. hard work and effort 
finally paid off and the team consisting of Abhijeet Kumar Yadav, Ankur Saurabh 
(team lead),  subha Mookherjee (PgdM 2012-14) was ranked 3rd among all  the  
national schools in the country. 
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Rachit sharma (PgdM 2011-13) was 
selected as a STARTINGBLOC fellow 
(2012).

the StartingBloc Fellowship is a  
life-long membership with starting-
bloc’s global community of emerg-
ing leaders. Fellows are young lead-
ers (ages 18-30) from all sectors who 
share a common set of values.  they 
believe that economic value creation 
and social value creation are com-
plementary. they believe in making 
money and doing good. startingbloc 
has helped social innovators address 
the most pressing global challenges 
of our time by giving them the skills 
and the tools they need to maximize 
their impact. our signature leadership 
development program, the StartingBloc 
Fellowship exposes young leaders to 
new models for achieving social impact. 
the Fellowship begins with the trans-
formative five-day Institute for Social 
Innovation. Presently, the startingbloc 
community which currently consists 
of 1800 Fellows representing 221  
colleges and over 53 countries.

Research Project 
(government of gujarat)
Rachit sharma (PgdM 2011-13) was among the only 5 stu-
dents selected from across India for a research project under-
taken by the government of gujarat during the last 2 quarters 
of 2012.  as a part of the same, he had the opportunity to work 
with the state officials and also present to senior leaders including  
honorable chief Minister of gujarat, shri narendra Modi.

tata Jagriti Yatra
Rachit sharma (PgdM 2011-13) was selected for the social entrepreneur-
ship initiative - Tata Jagriti Yatra, 2012.
Jagriti Yatra is an annual train journey that takes India’s highly motivated youth 
(along with international students) between the ages of 20-25 and experi-
enced professionals over 25 years of age, on a eighteen day national odys-
sey, introducing them to the unsung heroes of India. the aim is to awaken the 
spirit of entrepreneurship - both social and economic - within India’s youth 
by exposing them to individuals and institutions that have developed unique 
solutions to India’s challenges. through this national event, the youth of India 
is inspired to lead and develop institutions both nationally and within their  
communities.

students’ achIeVeMents

staRtIngbloc 
Fellowship (usa)

Rachit sharma

Rachit sharma has previously worked with the Planning commission on 
the 12th Five Year Plan of India which came into effect for 2012-17.  

he was also selected for the Harvard Project for Asian and International 
Relations, 2012 among other international forums.
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4th annual 
hult Prize
competition
a team consisting of anshuman 
bharati, nitansh Platia, Pulkit bohra,  
Rohit agarwal and shobhit saxena 
(PgdM 2012-14) has been selected 
for the regional finals of the 4th An-
nual Hult Prize Competition to be held in 
dubai on March 1-2 
(http: / /www.hultpr ize .org/en/
prize-2013/regional-finalists/). 

they are among the top 250 teams 
(top 50 in the dubai region) selected 
for the same out of over 10,000 par-
ticipants from over 350 colleges and 
nearly 150 countries.

gess
hanu Prateek kunduru (PgdM 2011-13) was selected from a large  
number of highly qualified students from around the world to participate 
as one of 35 international students from 25 different countries at the 
Global Entrepreneurship Summer School from september 20th till septem-
ber 28th 2012 in Munich, germany.

The Global Entrepreneurship Summer School is a joint initiative of Mu-
nich‘s four universities and their entrepreneurship centers: the lMu 
entrepreneurship center (ludwig-Maximilians-universität, Munich), the 
center for technology and Innovation Management (unibw Munich), the 
strascheg center for entrepreneurship (university of applied sciences, 
Munich) and the nternehmer tuM (technische universität, Munich). It en-
courages entrepreneurial thinking in order to provide innovative solutions 
to problems arising worldwide.  the participants worked in international 
and interdisciplinary teams on projects dealing with various societal issues  
occurring around the globe. the board of the summer school had selected 
hanu for a chance to represent India and IIM Ranchi during this education-
al program. he was part of a team consisting of inter-disciplinary students 
from 6 different countries and instrumental in competing and collaborat-
ing with other such teams trying to create business models and start-ups 
to have an impact quantified over a billion euros.  The Summer School saw 
the birth of global start-ups like Mahila Mobile, skillz, Farm.net, early birds 
with ideas solving problems ranging from women empowerment, alterna-
tive energy to food wastage and education.

the highlight of the summer school was the fact that it was held paral-
lel with the globally acclaimed Oktoberfest. Oktoberfest is held annually in 
Munich and bavaria. It is the world’s largest fair with more than 6 million 
people attending the  event from around the world.

students’ achIeVeMents

9th national 
competition for 
Management

hanu Prateek kunduru and Vaibhav ku-
mar were adjudged as Runner-up in the 
final round of the 9th National Competi-
tion for Management Students by AIMA and 
were given cash prize of Rs.10,000/- each 
on september 8, 2012 at new delhi.

hanu Prateek kunduru Vaibhav kumar
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InItIatIVes
NHRDN

nhRdn
IIM Ranchi signed a Mou with NHRDN on wednesday, december 12, 2012.  the Mou was inked with the aim to 
groom, through case studies and projects, hR managers who have holistic understanding of society and environment 
to provide a strong foundation for any business.  the tie-up would help the institute’s budding hR professionals in 
their overall development.  the tie-up would also expose PgdhRM students to the best of brains in the hR industry.  
also, the students and faculty of IIM Ranchi can constantly network with a wide galaxy of hR professionals across 
the globe.
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InItIatIVes
OCEAN UNIVERSITy

ocean university, china
a Mou with ocean university of china was signed for offering 

Sino Indian Reciprocal Advanced Management Program.   
At the end of the program, a participation certificate will be  

issued jointly by ocean university, china and IIM Ranchi.  

The programme will have three modules:
Module-I

courses will be delivered by ocean university of china,  
Professors and Visiting experts.  the curriculum will be  

designed in consultation with IIM Ranchi.

Module-II
Visit to business units

Module-III
Visit to hometown of confucius

At the end of the program, a participation certificate will be  
issued jointly by ocean university, china and IIM Ranchi.
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MdP

IIM Ranchi conducted a two-day pro-
gram “Finance for Medical Professionals” 
on 15 & 16 december 2012 at the  
institute premises. the program was in-
augurated by Prof. M. J. Xavier, director 
of IIM Ranchi. In his inaugural address, 
Prof. Xavier insisted the participants to 
apply the knowledge gained through 
this program in their hospitals such 
that they become a model hospitals in 
the region. In his inaugural speech, he 
quoted the examples of aravind eye 
hospital and narayan hirudalaya for 
the success in managing health care 
in India. the participants of this MdP 
included doctors,  administrators and 

Medical directors of various hospitals 
functioning in and around Ranchi.  this 
is the second time the institute has 
conducted an MdP on this subject for 
the healthcare sector. the uniqueness 
of this program is that it has partici-
pants from the private sector hospitals 
.the program has offered inputs to the 
participants to assess their profitabil-
ity and liquidity requirements besides 
providing them the costing insights of 
their operations. Further, the decision 
makers of the hospitals were given  
insights on how to evaluate their capital  
expenditure decisions and how to 
maximize the returns from their  

2nd MdP Program 
on Finance for 

Medical Professionals
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MdP

investments. 
the hospitals that took part in the 

program included aalam hospital,  
nagri hospital, chen dental clinic, 
gulmohar hospital, dr Ruban hos-
pital-Patna, Park hospital-Patna and 
Jeevak hospital-Patna. the participants 
felt that the program has enabled 
them to manage the financial aspects 

of their hospitals. the program was  
co-ordinated by Prof. Vikas srivastava, 
Prof. anand and Prof n.sivasankaran of 
IIM Ranchi. The Administrative Officer, 
b. Jagan Rao, under the guidance of col. 
bala k. nair, Vice President, adminis-
tration of the institute provided the  
administrative support to conduct this 
program.
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consultancY PRoJect

dr amit sachan

 Measuring Gap between  
Customer Preferences and  
Managers Perception of Customer 
Preferences, 6th International  
conference on decision sciences for 
Performance excellence, at  
hyderabad, dec. 27 – 29, 2012.

dr bijaya Mishra

 challenges before “Indian Trade 
Unions in the face of New Global 
Order: Trade Union and HR  
Perspectives” published in the  
conference proceedings of the 54th 
Indian society of labour economics 
conference during 20th - 22nd dec 
2012 under the aegis of bhu, Varanasi.

dr Pradip k. bala

 Purchase Dependency Based 
Demand Forecasting in Improved 
Spare Parts Inventory Management 
(co-author: dr M J Xavier),  
International Journal of Research in 
Management, economics and  
commerce, Vol.2, Issue 11,  
nov. 2012.

PublIcatIons

the transport department of government of Jharkhand has assigned a project to IIM-R relating to the  
“Plying of auto-rickshaws in the city of Ranchi”.  the study is directed towards the detailed survey in the 
Ranchi city on the following issues: 

1.  What numbers of auto rickshaws are plying at present in the city of Ranchi? 
2.  What is the approximate number of passenger trips which the auto rickshaws are 
    undertaking every day?
3.  What number of auto rickshaws will be required to meet the present needs of the city of Ranchi?

the study will be conducted by a team consisting of dr M J Xavier, dr subir Verma and dr amit sachan and 
they will use the qualitative and quantitative research methods including:

 secondary data obtained from government sources/documents, policies, regulations, guidelines and  
    government orders related to the social aspects of the project.

 Field visits and interaction with stakeholders at different levels. semi-structured interviews of the auto 
    rickshaws drivers.

PlYIng oF auto-RIckshaws 
In RanchI

survey relating to the plying of auto rickshaws in the city of Ranchi
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PublIcatIons

dr Mousumi Padhi

 Building a case for research 
in work family linkages: Perspec-
tives from academic and popular 
research, cyber times International 
Journal of technology and  
Management, Vol. 5(2) (Pp.150-59).

 Paper presented in conference 
A case for Research in Work  
Family Linkages at the International 
conference on emerging trend in 
technology & Management december 
22nd India International centre,  
new delhi.

dr M J Xavier

  MBA Education in India : Shape 
up or Ship Out, edutech, nov. 2012  
(Pp.8 & 9)

  Purchase Dependency Based 
Demand Forecasting in Improved 
Spare Parts Inventory Management 
(co-autho), International Journal of 
Research in Management, economics 
and commerce, Vol.2, Issue 11, nov. 
2012.

 Istemaal Karein Suchana avum 
Technology kaa – Prabhat khabar, 
dec. 4, 2012

  Challenges of Management 
Education in Emerging Markets: 
A Fusion of the East and the West, 
business Plus Markets – emerging 
business & Markets Review, Vol .1, 
no.2, dec.  2012

dr tanusree dutta

 edited a book titled “Bias in  
Human Behaviour”  by nova  
Publishers, new York (co-editors  
Manas k Mandal & sameer kumar).   

dr tanusree dutta

 Perspectives on cognitive  
Psychology - Bias in Human  
Behavior (edited book) (2012), nova 
Publishers, new York 

dr kumari dibya  
(Research associate)

 her book titled “Emerging Trend 
in Indo-German Trade Relation in 
Present Era(1950-2007)” has been 
published by lambert academic  
Publishing (2012).

books
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actIVItIes
SPIC MACAy & MUSIC CLUB

spic Macay at IIM 
Ranchi & launch of 
the Music club
the inaugural event of Spic Macay IIM Ranchi chapter was held on 5th  
December 2012. Internationally acclaimed flutist Pt. Rajendra Prasanna 
was the main performer.  He is one of the leading flutists of the country in 
the likes of  Pt. hari Prasad chaurasia and Pt. Ronu Majumdar.

with this grand event, the Music club of IIM Ranchi was formally  
inaugurated.  the Music club has been formed under the aegis of the 
sports and cultural committee. a dedicated music room where music 
enthusiasts can participate in music lessons and workshops has been  
set-up in the hostel. dedicated jam sessions are organized frequently.

Vivek tomar and ankur saurabh of PgdM 2012-14 have been  
appointed as co-ordinators of the club.

diwali night
one of India’s most loved  
festivals was celebrated with 
much fervour at IIM Ranchi. “di-
wali night,” was organized by 
the sports and cultural com-
mittee on 13th of november. 

events planned were as follows:

1. Award for best decorated 
   room
2. Rangoli Competition 
3. Pooja Ceremony 
4. Cultural Programme 

• Performance by college music 
band, song and dance  
performances by our students 

5. DJ Night 

“diwali night,” was entirely 
a student driven initiative.  
students enjoyed themselves on 
the green lawns facing the IIM 
Ranchi hostel building.  there 
were also campfire, crackers 
and special sweets.
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toastmasters International is a world leader in communication and leadership development and its 
members improve their public speaking and leadership skills by attending one of the 13,500 clubs 
in 116 countries that make up the global network of meeting locations. IIM Ranchi Toastmasters Club  
provides students the opportunity to learn the art of eloquence, turning them into more confident leaders.

IIM Ranchi Toastmasters kick started on 10th November with its first meeting on the theme - “A new  
beginning.”  there were speeches from the junior and senior batch of IIM Ranchi. the meeting was open for  
impromptu talk by the non-members as well.  Members themselves evaluated one anothers’ presentations 
and this feedback process formed a key part of the program’s success. the students also developed skills 
related to time management.

Participants presented their speeches on topics like `25 not out’ and ‘balboa in Me’ (in line with the famous 
movie character Rocky Balboa). The first session being an ice-breaker session, many participants from the 
audience too gave their impromptu speeches. the best speakers in each category were given exciting gifts.

the Toastmasters Program helps individuals get over the fear of public speaking, and also helps them to explore 
the power of communication for the benefit of self and society at large.

IIM Ranchi with its Toastmasters Club will be a place where leaders will be made!

actIVItIes
TOASTMASTERS

IIM RanchI  
students RaIse toast to 

toastMasteRs!
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actIVItIes
CANDLE LIGHT - MARCH

IIM-R the prestigious b-school with a difference, which is 
striving to introduce a human touch to management educa-
tion, organized a candle light vigil in remembrance of Man-
junath shanmugam, an alumnus of IIM lucknow, who was 
murdered on raising his voice against oil adulteration while 
working in Iocl.

The Candle Light March and Integrity Pledge was held on 
20th november 2012 at khelgaon hostel premises of IIM-
R. dr M. J. Xavier, director of IIM-R started the candle light 
march leading a group of more than 200 students. the stu-
dents marched around the khelgaon housing complex 
spreading the light of honesty and integrity. 

soon after, the students took the pledge to uphold the 
values of honesty and righteousness in their life. Prof. M. 
J Xavier, who emphasized on the need to be honest and 
transparent in all decisions that students take as managers 
in future, administered the oath.  Manjunath shanmugam, 
an Iocl sales Manager, was murdered on 19thnovember 
2005 at lakhimpur khiri, u. P. Manjunath refused bribes and 
ignored threats to fight oil adulteration. The students kept 
two minutes silence remembering Manjunath and his brave 

fight against the cancer of corruption in our society. The Di-
rector of IIM-R also shared some of his real life experiences 
regarding the evil of corruption.

saluting Manjunath’s commitment to integrity, the  
students, staff and faculty of IIM-R expressed its solidarity 
with the students of the IIM fraternity.

IIM-Ranchi students take a 
pledge to fight corruption
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actIVItIes
SANKRIyA

The Operations Club has adopted the “green theme” since november 2012. the idea behind the theme is 
the growing concern over the depletion of the natural resources and the increasing waste in our environment.  
to emphasize on the same, Sankriya launched “LOGO-n-S@nkriya: Root@ge to a green journey”. 
It was a logo competition organized to bring forward the creativity of the students to depict the green journey.
format and rules: Individuals were asked to participate in teams of 3 and were required to submit a logo along 
with a write-up of up to 150 words depicting the relevance of logo with the theme.
Judgement criteria: The final results were decided by the number of likes on Facebook and Google+ along with 
the faculty valuation on a weighted basis. 
awards and recognition: winning entries were awarded with cool google goodies worth InR 2000/- along  with  
a certificate.

the club has also launched the green theme 
on F-band on Sankriya word press blog. keep-
ing with the theme both the social sites have 
been updated with articles and essays to edu-
cate the students about the usage of green  
technologies and the global crisis.

Follow us: Fb- sankriya – The Operations Club, 
IIM Ranchi

Word press - 
http://opsclubiimr.wordpress.com/

sankriya- 
the oPeRatIons club

winning entries :

 Rank   teaM naMe  teaM MeMbeRs   entRY

1st    V007   abhishek chaudhary
       Vikash kumar bhagat
       Priti Vandana  

2nd    team khalifa  sourabh barapatre 
       deepak kumar
       gaurav Verma

InteRnatIonal dIsabIlItY daY
In pursuance of directive of Ministry of hRd, IIM-R organized the International day of persons with disabilities 
2012 on 03.12.2012 in its campus.
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actIVItIes
SAMARPAN

saMarpan
samarpan, the social Responsibility club of  

IIM Ranchi organized the following events during the period 
of november - January

Shubhechha – the season’s greetings 
– It was a 3-day event wherein Team  
Samarpan made an attempt to  
extend the deepawali greetings to all 
the sections of the society.  as all the  
students had stayed in the hostel during 
deepawali, the Team Samarpan went 
ahead to carve some memories that  
everyone would cherish forever.

day 1 (12th november 2012)
the members visited the birsa Mun-
da central Jail, Ranchi to distribute 
woolen clothes, gifts, chocolates etc. 
to the children of the inmates who 
were born and brought up there. the 
children were all less than 6 years of 
age. the team members also saw the 
various products being made in the jail 
premises by the inmates.

day 2 (13th november 2012) 
distribution of sweaters to all the 
guards and drivers of IIM Ranchi hostel 
by the director during the diwali, Puja  
celebrations. 

day 3 (14th november 2012)
a visit was organized to an old age and 
kids home. the club gave all of the in-
mates mufflers, snacks and sweets in 
keeping with the spirit of the festive 
season. the students of IIM Ranchi also 
played football matches with the young 
kids. this small gesture brought a big 
smile on the faces of the kids.
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symposium–
Samarpan, the Social Responsibility Club 
of IIM-R organized a symposium on the 
theme ‘Social Entrepreneurship a Viable 
Business Proposition’ on 9th december 
2012 at IIM-R campus in suchna bhavan.

continuing with the objective of the 
Samarpan Club, the symposium was or-
ganized to stir the minds of tomorrow’s 
leaders and to create an awareness 
among the students about the oppor-
tunities that exists for the bright minds 
to start social ventures that address 
the society’s most pressing needs.the 
panel discussion was lively with some 
thought provoking statements from 
the eminent panelists.

1. Mr. Sushil Kumar, Director,  Minis-
try of Small and Medium Enterpris-
es emphasized that the latent talent of 
the youth in entrepreneurship needs to 
be exploited with proper training and 

guidelines; youth gets confused with-
out proper guidelines and end up with 
a job that they don’t enjoy. 

2. Mr. Santosh Sharma, a social entre-
preneur said, “social entrepreneurship 
is not just a viable option but the only 
proposition for sustainable growth.” 

3. Mr. S. Shadab Hassan, Director 
at H. H. High School, Brambe- a 
school that caters to underprivileged  

actIVItIes
SAMARPAN

children and orphans, remarked that 
the best part of social entrepreneur-
ship is that, there are no competitors 
but only colleagues. 

4. Mr. SamratSengupta – VikasBharti, 
Ranchi highlighted the fact that people 
take up vocational and entrepreneur-
ship training but only 10 per cent end 
up becoming an entrepreneur; they 
have no vision for the future and do 
the same activity for years.

Samarpan Club has also 
donated H.H. High School, 
Brambe, a sum of  
Rs. 20000 which was  
generated by the sales of 
the T-Shirts Designed by the 
Club Members.
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Vigilance awareness 
week debate
In pursuance of the directive of 
c.V.c. and also in terms of the direc-
tive of Ministry of h.R.d, IIM Ranchi  
observed “Vigilance Awareness Week” 
from oct.31 to nov.5, 2012. during 
the week, the following events were 
organized. the event saw active and  
enthusiastic participation from  
students of IIM Ranchi. 

the primary purpose of Central 
Vigilance Week is to create awareness 
among government departments, in-
stitutions and people to check corrup-
tion at every level. In addition to that 
it aims to increase transparency and 
accountability in the system.

the event started with the panel 
discussion on the topic “Corruption 
Free Society.” esteemed dignitaries such 
as dr. M. J. Xavier, director IIM Ranchi,  
Mr. Ravindra Verma, chief Vigilance  
Officer at HEC and Mr. Anando Sen, 
senior advocate at Jharkhand high 
court were the speakers. the panel 
discussion enlightened the student and 

awaReness

VIgIlance 
awaReness week
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staff community at IIM Ranchi about 
the definition, extent and forms of  
corruption. the panel also discussed 
the adverse effect of corruption on 
rates of investment and economic 
growth in India. the highlight of the 
panel discussion was the insights from 
the esteemed dignitaries about the  
possible ways to eliminate corruption.

In addition to the above, a  
debate “can corruption be erased or  
Reduced drastically” was organized 
by the Institute.  as students of IIM, 
suggest measures or steps that can 
eradicate or reduce corruption in 
our society. six participants from each 
batch debate (1st & 2nd year of PgdM, 
PgdhRM and PgeXP) participated in 
the debate.

apart from the participants the 
event was attended by a large audience 
from students and staff of IIM Ranchi. 

the judges for the debate were:  
dr. g R chandrashekhar, dr. Vikas  
srivastava and dr. bijaya Mishra.

awaReness
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once again it was election season in 
IIM-Ranchi. the Present clubs and 
committees had been grooming 
the junior batch for 3-4 months and  
during the d-day of the election it was 
a closely fought contest.

with the outgoing student coun-
cil welcoming the incoming student 
council it was a gracious occasion for 
IIM-Ranchi. this moment reinforces 
our belief in democratic system of 
governance. the campaign activities 
were strictly monitored by the elec-
tion commission.  dr. Pradip ku-
mar Bala was Chief Election Officer 
under whose leadership the election 
was conducted in the most graceful  
manner.

lIst oF outgoIng 
and IncoMIng 
RePResentatIVes

student councIl
position outgoing incoMing

General Secretary, 
Student Council

Joint Secretary, 
Student Council

Secretary, Media PR Cell 
& Literary Committee

Secretary, 
Technology Committee

Secretary, Cultural and 
Sports Committee

Secretary, Academic 
Committee

Secretary, Student 
Facilities committee

Secretary, Alumni and 
International Relations 
Committee

Vishal Ravikumar

ashish Mishra

nishant Vatsa

hanu Prateek kunduru

Vaibhav kumar

Vikat shashikant Patil

Mudit Jain

Mayank savla

c g darshan

Pallavi Venkatesan

Mohammed thanveer

Pooja ohri

Jubingoyal

abhishek kaushal

nitansh Platia

Randeep brar
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Placement committee
sunny sumanshu Ruchira Rajan bhelekar
deepak chaturvedi Pragya Jain 
avishek basu Mallick Vinu Varghese
Varun shaunik sandhu Priyank deshmukh
gaurav singh devanshu kewlani
 shivang ganatra
 shantanu R bal
 Pragya Joshi
 shobhit saxena 
 karthik Juvvala
 subha Mookherjee

academic committee
Mudit Jain nitansh Platia
 Ravi babu Veshala
 shubhobrata Palit

Media PR cell and literary committee
nishant Vatsa Mohammed thanveer
Vishal shetty Megha Pranesh
shekhar Modi gurtej singh chopra
Paraag sabhlok gaurav Verma

student Facilities committee
Mayank savla Randeep singh brar
tejinder ammla Jinid sion topno
Rohit sah saurabh subhash dhotre

It committee
Vaibhav kumar Jubin goyal
hanu Prateek kunduru Rahul tanwar
 Prachya Pulak Pradhan

alumni & International Relations committee
Vaibhav bansal Pooja ohri
hanu Prateek kunduru Vineet Ranjan amber

cultural and sports committee
Vikat Patil abhishek kaushal
gaurav Verma swati  shalini kujur
Yogesh taak Vikash bhagat

consulting club
gaurav singh tarun gupta
Mudit Jain Pulkit Mathur
 Pulkit bohra

csR club: samarpan
P.s.n. Vamsi naman nema
debasish khargaria deepika Rawat
 Pramit kumar agarwal

e-cell
Rohit thakur  gaurav kumar
Mudit Jain ankur krishna
 alok anand

Finance club
anup k John anmol sikka
Paraag sabhlok nishanth Rajkumar
 Rahul gupta

Marketing club
Rohit sah sanjana P
alok kumar Varun Yadav
 diptesh Mallick

operations club
chintan dave sandhya negi
sujith kumar s anuj kumar Verma
 u V harish tanari

hR club
Mukesh kumar Yadav akshat gupta
kapil nitharwal avinash Pakhre
 toney naorem

student councIl

student coMMIttees
outgoing incoMing outgoing incoMing
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guest 
lectuRes

a special talk on “RELEVANCE 
OF ACCOUNTING IN DECISION 
MAKING” by Prof asit bhattaha-
ryya was arranged.

Prof asit bhattacharyya is an  
academic from the university of 
newcastle,  australia.

In his talk, he intended to find 
out social and environmental  
attitude of Mba students.  all 
the students attended the same. 

a guest lecture on “stRate-
gIZIng In dYnaMIc busI-
ness enVIRonMent” by 
Mr sushil kumar tiwari, aVP 
& head-eRP, Vodafone gobal, 
Pune was arranged for our Pg-
eXP 2012-14 batch students on 
dec.23, 2012.

guest lectuRes / InstItute song

song composed by 
Sri Raghava 

Kiran Mukku, 
PgdM (2011-13 batch)

 

INSTITUTE SONG – 
IndIan InstItute oF ManageMent RanchI
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october 2012
1 chief guest for the inauguration of “19th East Zone PEDICON and 12th Jharkhand State  

PEDICON 2012”, jointly organized by IaP Ranchi & IaP Jharkhand state branch (nov.3, 2012).

2 chief guest and keynote speaker at the national seminar on “Management Challenges in the New Milie 
– The Road Ahead”, organized by IcFaI university, Jharkhand (nov.7, 2012).

3 chief guest at the  conclave & Panel discussion on “Corporate Social Responsibility”, organized by  
Prabhat khabar at Radisson hotel, Ranchi (oct.11, 2012)

4 chief guest at the “9th foundation Day Ceremony” of Psychographic society-Pride of Jharkhand, school 
of counselling & culture, Ranchi (oct.14, 2012)

5 chief guest at the Programme on “Use of Technology” organized by Rai university (oct.28, 2012)

november 2012
1 guest of honour on the occasion of “Science & Environment Awards 2012” organized by swami Mangaldas 

Pranami college (nov.4, 2012).

2 guest of honour and keynote speaker at the national seminar on “Management Challenges in the New 
Milieu - The Road Ahead” organized by IcFaI, Ranchi (nov.11, 2012).

3 guest of honour through video conferencing for the national conference on “Emerging Technologies and 
Higher Education: New Technologies & New Pedagogies” organized by  centre for education beyond 
curriculum (cedbec),christ university, bangalore  as an initiative of total Quality Management system 
(tQMs), christ university (nov.28, 2012). 

4  chief guest for the Inauguration of the programme “The Power of Mind in Sports” organized by Prajapita 
brahma kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya, sports wing of Rajyoga education and Research Foundation 
(spiritual education and Rajyoga Meditation centre),Ranchi (nov.28, 2012)

december 2012
1 keynote speaker at the national conference on “Sustainable Development and Global Competitiveness” 

organized by environmental & engineering group of bIt Mesra (dec.4, 2012).

2 guest of honour for the “Golden Jubilee Celebrations” of sacred heart school, Ranchi (dec.15, 2012).

DIRECTOR’S dIaRY  



  

IndIan InstItute of ManageMent RanchI
Suchana Bhawan, Audrey House Campus, Meur’s Road
Ranchi 834008, Jharkhand
tel: 0651-2280083  .  fax: 0651-2280940
www.iimranchi.ac.in
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